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ABSTRACT
In wireless sensor networks small data dis-

semination protocols are used to adjust configu-
ration parameters of sensors, or distribute
management commands and queries to sensors.
For security reasons every disseminated data
item should be authenticated to prevent an
adversary from installing malicious data items in
the network. Unfortunately, security is not
among the design considerations of existing
small data dissemination protocols. In this article
we identify the security vulnerabilities of these
protocols and review a recently proposed solu-
tion addressing this issue. Furthermore, we sug-
gest an enhancement to this solution to make
the security function more efficient.

INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have been
widely deployed for civilian applications in the
past decade. These applications include environ-
mental/industrial/health care monitoring, securi-
ty surveillance and information collection in
disaster areas. A typical WSN consists of a large
number of small-sized battery-operated sensor
nodes with sensing, communication, and limited
computing capabilities [1]. After a WSN is
deployed, from time to time some common vari-
ables stored in each node of the network need to
be updated. The small data dissemination proto-
cols add, delete, and modify such variables by
requesting each node to exchange packets so
that they eventually become consistent across
the network. Common applications of such pro-
tocols include injecting commands and queries
to nodes, and changing configuration parameters of
nodes. For example, installing a micro program
throughout the entire network can be viewed as
the process of establishing consistency on a vari-
able containing the program. Note that it is dif-
ferent from the well studied code dissemination
(sometimes called data dissemination or repro-
gramming) protocols [2, 3], which distribute
binary files of tens of kilobytes into a network,
enabling complete system reprogramming. In
other words, efficiently disseminating a large
binary file requires code dissemination proto-
cols, while disseminating several bytes of config-
uration parameters requires small data
dissemination protocols.

Existing approaches of data dissemination
and gathering can be classified as non-coding
and coding based, respectively. For non-coding-
based approaches, their performance degrades
as the channel error rate increases. For coding-
based approaches, network coding techniques
are commonly employed to make dissemination
more robust to packet loss. However, they
involve complex arithmetic operations, which are
not suitable for energy-constrained sensor nodes.
For this reason data gathering approaches based
on distributed rateless codes [4] are more attrac-
tive as they only involve bitwise XOR operations
on a small number of packets.

Recently several small data dissemination
protocols have been proposed. Among them,
Drip [5], DIP [6], and DHV [7] are generally
regarded as the state of the art and included in
TinyOS distributions [8]. However, all these
small data dissemination protocols focus on how
to improve the efficiency and reliability of the
operation, but do not consider any security
aspects. On the other hand, many secure code
dissemination protocols have been developed;
readers are referred to [3] and references there-
in for more information.

In this article we first briefly review small
data dissemination protocols of WSNs, and then
discuss their security vulnerabilities. Such vulner-
abilities allow an adversary to reboot the entire
network with wrong data, or erase an important
variable from all nodes. Not addressing them
makes all the existing small data dissemination
protocols vulnerable to security attacks. Subse-
quently, we discuss the requirements for a secure
and efficient small data dissemination protocol.
Then we report a recently proposed secure ver-
sion of Drip, SeDrip, which is designed for
generic WSNs. Finally, we demonstrate a possi-
ble enhancement of SeDrip to make its security
function more efficient so that it is suitable for
more resource-constrained WSNs such as wire-
less body sensor networks (WBSNs).

SMALL DATA DISSEMINATION

Ideally, when the base station injects new data
into the WSN, each node should receive a copy
of the data. However, in practice this may not be
the case for two reasons. First, in a static net-
work, nodes operating in sleeping mode may
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miss the data update. Also, as the wireless chan-
nel is error prone, some nodes may not be able
to receive the data correctly. Second, in a dynam-
ic network in which nodes join and leave the
network randomly, the newly joined nodes would
not have the data disseminated earlier. These
two issues are addressed by the Trickle algo-
rithm [9], which is the building block of most
dissemination protocols. According to the algo-
rithm, each node periodically broadcasts a sum-
mary of the data that it has unless it has recently
heard an identical summary. Once the data in all
nodes is consistent, the broadcast interval is
exponentially increased (up to a maximum value)
to save energy. On the other hand if a node
detects that other nodes have new data, it starts
reporting more quickly. If a node hears an older
summary. it returns an update to the sender
about it. Thus, after the base station has injected
new data to the nodes within its transmission
range, they will be disseminated quickly because
those nodes advertise that they have an update
with the smallest broadcast interval. Upon hear-
ing the advertisement, their neighboring nodes
respond quickly that they want the update. This
process propagates outward until all nodes in
the network have the update.

Since redundant advertisements by each node
are suppressed, the Trickle algorithm enables
dissemination protocols to scale well with the
number of nodes. However, for nodes to com-
pare the freshness of a data item, each node
must either transmit or receive a summary of the
data item. A summary of a data item can be rep-
resented by a tuple (key, version), where key
uniquely identifies a data item and version indi-
cates if the data item is old or new (the higher
the version number, the newer the data). There-
fore, Trickle scales with O(T), where T is the
total number of data items. Drip [5] is one of
the earliest small data dissemination protocols.
It disseminates each data item with a separate
instance of Trickle. This means that Drip also
scales linearly with T. To overcome this ineffi-
ciency problem, Lin et al. proposed DIP [6]. In
DIP, a summary message is periodically broad-
cast by a node that only contains hashes of keys
and version numbers. The use of hashing enables
differences to be detected with O(1). However,
once a difference is detected, multiple iterations
are needed to pinpoint the exact data items that
need to be updated. Overall, if there are N new
items, the total number of transmitted messages
required to identify which items have newer ver-
sions is O(N log(T)). Later on, DHV [7] was

proposed to further reduce the complexity. The
development of DHV was motivated by the
observation that if two versions are different,
most likely only a few least significant bits of the
version numbers are different. Therefore, DHV
does not transmit and compare the complete
version numbers, and hence reduces redundant
transmission and processing. As a result, the
total number of transmitted messages can be
reduced to O(N) only. The characteristics of var-
ious small data dissemination protocols are illus-
trated in Table 1.

SECURITY VULNERABILITIES IN
SMALL DATA DISSEMINATION

Although small dissemination protocols become
more and more efficient, an important aspect of
such protocols, security, has received little atten-
tion. This is because all existing small data dis-
semination protocols assume that WSNs are
used/operated in benign environments. However,
in practice the operating environment could be
hostile and both external and internal attacks
could exist.

External attacks include eavesdropping, injec-
tion of forged messages, message replaying,
impersonating valid sensor nodes, and wormhole
attacks. Because there is no mechanism to
authenticate the data items distributed to the
nodes, an adversary may exploit this vulnerability
to reboot the entire network with wrong data, or
erase an important data from all nodes. For
instance, by simply injecting a fake data item
(key, version, datai), an adversary can corrupt all
those data in the network identified by key, as
long as version is larger than all version numbers
of those data. Similarly, to erase the data with
key on all nodes, the adversary just needs to
send a fake data item (key, version, null) using a
small data dissemination protocol, where version
is a large enough number. Moreover, since the
disseminated data has no security protection,
they can be intercepted easily by adversaries.

Since Trickle requires each node to broadcast
its new data, an adversary can exploit this fea-
ture to launch denial-of-service (DoS) attacks to
drain the limited resources (e.g. battery power,
memory) of sensor nodes. For example, an
adversary can gradually increase the version
number of the data with a specific key and quick-
ly inject fake data items to the network. Under
Trickle any receiving node would accept these
data items and then broadcast them. As a result,

Table 1. Characteristics and security vulnerabilities of various small data dissemination protocols of WSNs.

Protocol Characteristic Total number of 
transmitted messages

Security 
vulnerabilities

Drip Disseminates each data item with a separate instance of Trickle O(T) 
Eavesdropping, injection of
forged messages, message
replaying, impersonating valid
sensor nodes, wormhole
attacks, DoS attack,node 
compromise, and so on.

DIP A summary message is periodically broadcasted by a node that
only contains hashes of keys and version numbers O(N log(T))

DHV Allows nodes to carefully select and transmit only necessary bit
level information to detect a newer code version in the network O(N)
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the adversary forces all nodes to waste energy in
updating data and broadcasting fake data items.
As most small data dissemination protocols reli-
ably deliver data to each node based on some
variants of Trickle, they are vulnerable to such a
DoS attack.

Besides external attacks, adversaries can com-
promise a node to launch insider attacks in the
network. Such an insider is regarded as a mem-
ber of the network until it is identified and
removed. It is manipulated by the adversary to
attack other nodes. For example, it may launch
Sybil attacks, disseminate false data, and violate
the normal operation of protocols.

REQUIRED SECURITY FUNCTIONS

In view of the above issues, it is important to
equip small data dissemination protocols with
security functions without sacrificing their effi-
ciency. Such functions should support data
authenticity and integrity, data confidentiality,
data freshness, dynamic data, semantic security,
and provide resistance against node compromise
attacks and DoS attacks. At the same time, the
security functions should be communication- and
computation-efficient, delay tolerant, and allow
immediate authentication. These properties are
discussed below in details.
• Data authenticity and integrity: Data authen-

ticity provides a means to ensure that the data
items are sent by the claimed sender. Also,
data integrity ensures that the received data
items have not been tampered with.

• Data freshness: Data freshness guarantees
that the received data item is recent and not a
replayed old message to cause disruption.

• Dynamic data: The sequence of broadcast
data items need not to be known before-hand
in its entirety by the base station.

• Resistance to node compromise: The protocol
should be able to stand against a node com-
promise attack irrespective of the number of
compromised nodes, as long as the non-com-
promised nodes still have connectivity with the
base station.

• Data Confidentiality: In some critical applica-
tions the data items from the base station are
strictly private and confidential. They should
be encrypted to protect the data privacy from
eavesdroppers. If the broadcast data items are
chosen from a small finite set, the encryption
should produce ciphertext that does not give
information to an intruder on which of these
messages was sent.

• Delay tolerance and immediate authentica-
tion: No time constraint should be imposed on
packet arrival time. Each packet can be
authenticated immediately when it has been
received by the nodes.

SEDRIP: THE PROTOCOL FOR
GENERIC WSNS

OVERVIEW OF SEDRIP

In a brute force approach, each disseminated
data can be digitally signed to ensure its authen-
ticity. However, such an approach incurs too
much computational loads for sensor nodes.
Recently an efficiently secure extension of Drip,
SeDrip, is proposed [10]. In its simplest form
SeDrip ensures data authenticity and integrity.
The essential idea of SeDrip is to make use of
Merkle hash tree to significantly reduce the
number of public key operations.

In the initialization phase of SeDrip the base
station sets up the public and private keys based
on elliptic curve cryptography (ECC), and dis-
tributes the public parameters to all sensor
nodes in the network. Then before the base sta-
tion disseminates n data items: di = {round, keyi,
versioni, datai}, i = 1, 2, … , n, a Merkle hash
tree is first built based on the n data items. We
illustrate this process by considering n = 4 as an
example. First, packet Pi, i = 1, 2, … , 4, com-
posed of data item di( = {round, keyi, versioni,
datai}) and the header information is created.
Then hash values of packets ei = h(Pi) are used
as the leaves of the Merkle hash tree, as shown
in Fig. 1. Here h(.) denotes a public one-way
cryptographic hash function (e.g. SHA-1). The
internal nodes in the next level are obtained as
the hash values of two adjacent leave nodes.
That is, referring to Fig. 1, e1–2 = h(e1||e2) and
e1–4 = h(e1–2||e3–4). This process continues until
the root node is formed. Then Pi is appended
with the siblings of the nodes in the path from ei
to the root node. For example, P1 is appended
with e2, and e3–4. Moreover, the base station gen-
erates a signature packet P0 composed of the root
data item d0 = {round, key0, version, e1–4}, the
signature SIGSK(h(d0)) and header information.

To disseminate the n data items, the base sta-
tion first broadcasts P0, advertising a new round
of dissemination. This packet enables each sensor
node to immediately verify the received data
items upon their arrival, based on the nodes from
the Merkle hash tree included in Pi. For example,
given that e1–4 in P0 has already been authenticat-
ed, a node can immediately verify d1 contained in
P1 by checking if h(h(h(d1)|| e2)||e3–4) = e1–4.
Thus it can be seen that authentication of n data
items mainly involves efficient hash operations,
and only one public key operation.

Figure 1. Example of the Merkle hash tree.
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With the assumption that the base station is
trustworthy and cannot be compromised by
adversaries, the private key signing the root of
the Merkle hash tree is only known to the base
station itself. Since all sensor nodes have the
public key distributed by the base station, they
can check the integrity of the data items con-
tained in the received packets.

There are additional mechanisms in SeDrip
that enable it to be DoS resistant and further
improve the authentication efficiency. Readers
are referred to [10] for details. Note that since
the only difference between Drip, DIP, and
DHV is the approaches taken to search for dif-
ferent data items among sensor nodes to achieve
high message efficiency, the security extension in
SeDrip is also applicable to DIP and DHV.

SESMALL: THE PROTOCOL FOR WBSNS

A WBSN is a special type of WSN that is used
to monitor a patient’s physiological parameters
by body sensor nodes that are worn by and/or
implanted on a patient. It is operated by the
WBSN administrator (e.g. the patient himself,
the patient’s relative, the e-Health service
provider, or the medical practitioner) through
the base station, as shown in Fig. 2. A salient
feature of WBSNs is that their sensor nodes,
especially the implanted ones, have much less
memory, lower processor speed, transmission
speed, and energy supply than that of common
WSNs. Thus secure small data dissemination
protocols developed for generic WSNs may not
be suitable for WBSNs. In this section we pro-
pose SeSmall, which is an enhancement of
SeDrip.

The basic idea of SeSmall is that the authen-
tication information of the ith data packet will
be used to authenticate the (i + 1)th data pack-
et. In this way the base station needs to sign just
the first packet and then the properties of this
single signature will “propagate” to the remain-
ing data packets of the same round of dissemina-
tion through the chaining mechanism. Moreover,
in SeSmall only one hash value of a packet is
included in each packet. Compared to SeDrip,
which includes D (the tree depth) hash values in
each packet, SeSmall incurs much less communi-
cation overhead.

SeSmall consists of three phases: system ini-
tialization, packet pre-processing, and packet
verification. In the system initialization phase
the base station creates its public and private
keys. Only the public parameters are loaded on
each node before deployment. In the packet pre-
processing phase, if the base station wants to dis-
seminate data, it will need to construct the
packets and then send them to the network. 

SYSTEM INITIALIZATION PHASE
At this stage, in order to set up an ECC the base
station picks a one-way cryptographic hash func-
tion h(.) such as SHA-1, and derives a private
key x and the corresponding public key y. After
that the related public parameters are preloaded
in each node of the network.

In order to provide security protection, we
extend the 3-tuple (key, version, data) of the
existing small data dissemination protocols into
a 5-tuple (round, seq, key, version, data) to pre-
sent a data item, where round refers to which
round of data dissemination this data item
belongs to (the higher the round, the newer the
data dissemination), seq indicates the sequence
number of this packet in this round, and the lat-
ter three elements bear the same meaning as
existing protocols. Similar to the Drip implemen-
tation, key and version are two bytes and four
bytes long, respectively. Additionally, the lengths
of round and seq should be set to avoid any
ambiguity due to wrap around in the number
space. In our implementation, the lengths of seq
and round are set to one and four bytes, respec-
tively.

PACKET PRE-PROCESSING PHASE
After system initialization, if the base station
hopes to disseminate n data items: di = {round,
seqi, keyi, versioni, datai}, i = 1, 2, … , n, it uses
the hash chain method to construct the packets
of the respective data as follows.

Besides the packet header, a packet, say Pi, is
composed of both di and cryptographic hash
value Hi+1 = h(Pi+1), which is used to verify the
next packet. Therefore, each packet has a format of

=
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Figure 2. System architecture of a WBSN for mobile health monitoring.
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Here each cryptographic hash Hi is calculated
over the full packet i, not just the data portion
di, thereby establishing a chain of hashes, as
shown in Fig. 3.

Also, the base station signs the entire chain
of hashes by signing the first hash H1 with its
private key x through running an ECDSA sign
operation. More specifically, the advertisement
packet P0 includes the signature SIG of message
{round||seq||key||H1}. That is, 

P0 = round||seq0||SIG||H1,

in which SIG represents SIGk(h(round||seq0|H1)),
where SIGk(M) denotes the signature on mes-
sage M with the key k. As in SeDrip, P0 is used
to advertise a new round of data dissemination.
New data items are transmitted to the sensor
nodes as a sequence of packets (P0, …, Pn).

PACKET VERIFICATION PHASE
Upon receiving a packet (from any one-hop
neighboring node or the base station), each sensor
node, say Sj, first checks the seq field of the packet:
1.If this is an advertisement packet P0, node Sj

first checks whether the round in this packet
is newer than its current round. If yes, node
Sj uses the public key y of the base station to
run an ECDSA verify operation to authenti-
cate H1. If the result is positive, node Sj
updates its stored <round, H1> by the cor-
responding values in P0; otherwise, node Sj
simply discards the packet.

2.Otherwise (i.e. it is a data packet Pi, i = 1, 2,
… , n), node Sj can easily verify the authen-
ticity and integrity of Pi with the previously
received and verified Hi of the same round
based on the one-way property of hash func-
tions. If the result is positive and this is a
new version, node Sj will update the data
according to the key of this packet, and
replace Hi of its stored <round, Hi> with
Hi+1 for subsequent checking.

IMPLEMENTATION AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We have implemented SeSmall to evaluate its
performance. The base station side programs are
C programs using OpenSSL running on a 1.8-GHz
laptop PC (with 2 GB RAM) under Ubuntu
11.04 environment. Also, the node side programs
are written in nesC and run on TelosB motes.
The TelosB mote has an 8-MHz CPU, 10-kB
RAM, 48-kB ROM, 1MB of flash memory, and
an 802.15.4/ZigBee radio. Our TelosB motes run
TinyOS [8] 2.x. Additionally, the key size of
ECC is set to 160 bits and SHA-1 is used. All
experiments on PCs (resp., sensor nodes) were
repeated one million times (resp., one thousand
times) for each measurement in order to obtain
accurate average results.

Figure 4 shows the execution times of SHA-1
hash function (from TinyECC 2.0) on MicaZ
and TelosB motes. The inputs to the hash func-
tion are randomly generated, with the length
increasing from 20 to 100 bytes in increments of
2 bytes. Each point in the figure is the average
of results obtained by repeating the same experi-
ment ten thousand times. For example, the exe-
cution times on a MicaZ mote for inputs of 54
bytes, 56 bytes, and 100 bytes are 9.6788 ms,
18.4678 ms, and 18.8208 ms, respectively. Also,
the execution times on a TelosB mote for inputs
of 54 bytes, 56 bytes, and 100 bytes are 5.7263
ms, 10.3161 ms, and 10.6263 ms, respectively.
From Fig. 4 it can be seen that the execution
time is piecewise linear. It remains very stable
when the byte length is within each of the fol-
lowing intervals: [20, 55] or [56,100]. Thus, it is
suggested that in order to reduce the computa-
tion cost of SeSmall, the input length to the hash
function should be chosen according to the
above intervals.

To demonstrate that the use of hash chain is
more efficient than public key cryptography for
packet authentication, we have compared with
the execution time of the 160-bit ECC algorithm
from the TinyECC 2.0 library. It has been found
that the signature verification time of 20-byte
packets are 251 and 692 times longer than SHA-1
hash operation with 54-byte packets on MicaZ
and TelosB motes, respectively.

The system initialization and signing a ran-

Figure 3. Hash chain method.
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Figure 4. The execution times of SHA-1 hash function on MicaZ and TelosB
motes.
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dom 20-byte message take 1.6080 ms and 0.6348 ms,
respectively. As a comparison, even if the base
station runs on a 800-MHz laptop PC, signing a
20-byte message only takes 1.83 ms.

To investigate the impact of security protec-
tion mechanism on the dissemination delay in
multi-hop networks, we compare Drip and
SeSmall in an indoor test-bed comprised of 24
TelosB motes organized in a 4 × 6 grid topology.
The inter-node spacing is about 35 cm and the
transmission power of each node is configured
to the lowest power level in order to simulate
the multi-hop behavior. In our implementation
the base station (i.e. a laptop PC) first sends the
signature and data packets through a serial port
to the sensor node at the vertex of the grid,
which is referred to as the root node. Then the
root node disseminates these packets by Drip or
SeSmall on behalf of the base station. For the
implementation of Drip, each packet consists of
a packet header and the data item <version, key,
data>, where the length of the data is two bytes.
For SeSmall, the lengths of round and data in
each data item are four bits and two bytes,
respectively. A hash function with 20-byte output
is used. 

Figure 5 shows the measured dissemination
delays of Drip and SeSmall for various numbers
of disseminated data per round, when the pack-
et delivery rate at the base station is 20 pack-
ets/s. The dissemination delay of SeSmall is the
time from construction of the data hash chain
until the corresponding variables on all sensor
nodes are updated. In order to obtain accurate
average results, for each experiment we have
repeated the dissemination operation 20 times
and taken an average over them. It can be seen
that as expected, the additional delay incurred
by SeSmall is of the order of the verification
time of one ECC signature. This is because
upon receiving the advertisement packet, each
intermediate sensor node forwards the packet to
next-hop nodes before verifying the signature.
Therefore, the extra delay incurred by SeSmall
is mainly due to the verification time of one
ECC signature at the last hop of dissemination,
irrespective of the number of disseminated data
as only one signature verification is executed in
each round.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Being able to disseminate small data into a net-
work is a useful operational function of WSNs.
So far, research on small data dissemination pro-
tocols has focused on efficiency, but ignored the
security aspects. In this article we have highlight-
ed the security issues and reported a recently
proposed solution, SeDrip. We have then
enhanced the efficiency of the security functions
of SeDrip to make it more suitable for WBSNs.

Nevertheless, work in this research area is
just starting since neither standard benchmarks
nor reference protocols of secure small data dis-
semination have been proposed so far. We con-
clude this article by suggesting the following
future research ideas.

First, due to the open nature of wireless
channels, messages can be easily intercepted.
Clearly, data confidentiality should be taken into

account in the design of secure small dissemina-
tion protocols.

Second, for large scale WSNs existing small
data dissemination protocols are not efficient.
This is because they all employ a centralized
approach; all data items have to be disseminat-
ed by the base station. This kind of approach is
vulnerable to the single point of failure. When-
ever the base station is unavailable or the con-
nection path is broken, it is impossible to carry
out dissemination. Therefore, secure and dis-
tributed small data dissemination protocols
should be investigated, which could allow users
to directly disseminate data through nearby sen-
sor nodes.
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